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1'1: Gleims 
1 . 

fifhis invention relates. to a multiple‘ photocell 
structure.- and its. method .ofamanufaeture. 

In the, (to-pending; applicationof Allen 6. Stim 
Clement F: Taylor and Hans A. ‘Bakke, Se 

rlalNo. 2865494, ?led May-t, 1952, entitled “Photo 
electric Measuring Instrument,” assigned tov the 
some assignee as the. present. application, there 
is described a color control meter which em 
‘Dbl‘s .a pair. .of similar, spiraleshaped photocells 
which are “interlcared” or nested together, .the 
.conroluticns of one cell occupying the spiral 
Space between the turns of the other cell, with 
the sensit'n/e sur-?aces of the .cells lying .a com 
mon Blane. These cells must. be insulated from 
each other, and the present invention includes 
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one method or manufacturing such composite . 
lthotocells and ‘the resulting structure. The in 
tention. is applicable generally .to multiple photo 
cell structures where twoior more cells are fabri 
Gated. into a. unitary assembly with their ‘light 
sensitive surfaces in ‘a common plane and the 
cells insulated from each other. 
An object of the invention is to. provide a mul 

tiple photocell unit .01 the type described so ar 
ranged that. (the set ‘of separate photocell ‘ele 
ments comprising the unit will have a linear 
response characteristic in order- that the read 
ing of the color ‘control meter will be independ 
ent of the intensity-o1‘ ‘the illumination. 
A further object. ‘is to provide a multiple photo‘ 

cell structure capable of producing an output 
independent of the direction, at which the. illumi 
nation-strikes the unit. 
A still turther object is to provide a multiple 

photocell unit spcciallyadapted to cooperate with 
spiral masking means so as to obtain along range 
of movementof the masks, as described more par 
ticularly in the .copending application of. Clement 
F.~"I‘.ayl0r,-seria1No- 2‘1'5A14; ii‘lled March .7, 1952, 
entitled “Multiple Masked Photocell Structure,” 
assigned to the some assignee as. the present 
application‘. 7 

Other objects and advantages will become ap 
parent from the following description taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawings in 
which Figure 1 shows the plan shape of each 
spiral photocell element,'Figure :2 is a plan view 
of .two spiral photocell units in assembled rela 
tlon, Figure 3 is a sectional view ‘taken along 
the line 8*: in Figure 2, Fig. 4 is an enlarged 
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sectional view ofaahortiohol‘ the multiple-enclo 
cell structure. show‘ s the. nature of. 1mg ?lled 
tion pbotwccn the cells wh h mechanically them into a single structure yet keeps them silh 
stantially insulated electrically, Figure 5. {so go 
tail elevation showine one possible modi?cation 
or the cell assembly» of; 2,, Floors 6‘ is en 
enlarged sectional View, somewhat li‘is- ' 
.ure. 4, showing. a modi?cetion,v and .zElg-ure '7 
is an enlarged sectional modi?cation. 

"Features which are considered to. benorelend 
patentable will he pointed out ‘the-claims eo 
pcnded hereto. 
In Figure 1 there isshown. thehlan term of 

the steel blank or- ‘~‘-backolate”~ .l for one or the 
spiral photocell-s. I'l‘he plate l is soshapedand 
dimensioned- that it; maybe interlinked or nested 
together with an identical plate, with the turns 
clone substantially ?lling; the space between-the 
turns of the other, as will be apparent. in Fig». g, 
where. 2. and :3 represent two spiral photoeells 
each having a backplate shaped asv in Fig. 1. 
The hackplates II, la for the two. cells are dimen 
sioned so that when assembled asv in Fig. ,2, 
there. is a gap of about £1.02 inch between the 
adjacent edges at all points. It will'be evident 
that the two hackplates, :being identical, may 
be stamped with they same punch and d113,.~ ‘Each 
spiral as here represented has approximately 
two. complete turns and each has a “stew at .4 
inits outer periphery located approximately-1w’ 
from its outer end, and is otherwise shaped so 
that, when the two spirals are interlinked, the 
complete structure will have a circular outline 
with notches at opposite points the periphery 
between the step .4 in one cell and the outer end 
of the other cell- Such peripheral notches. may 
be used to accommodate the connecting wires 
and terminal. clips (not shown). 
The inner ends of the matching spiral cells 

are shaped for shutting relationship, with ?ihalf 
circle. cut-out (shown at 5-).v in each, so that a 
circular guide pest (not shown) may be inserted 
therein during assembly to assist in obtaining 
uniform spacing between cell blanks. 

rl‘he first step in the manufacture or the spiral 
cells, after the backplates are available, is .to 
cover one surface of each plate with a thin coat 
ing of selenium, for example, and assemble Ithe 

showiha soother 
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coated blanks in the pattern they are to occupy 
in the ?nished structure on a flat surface or ?at 
bottomed tray with their selenium coatings in 
alignment in a common plane and with suitable 
guides, such as the sides of the tray, correctly 
positioning and supporting the outer convolutions 
of the spirals. As a matter of fact, the seleni 
um coating may be applied either before or after 
the plates are assembled in interlinking rela 
tion. The assembled and coated parts are then 
subjected to pressure at right angles to their 
surface by a ?atesurfac'ed press, the pressure be 
ing not less than 100 pounds per square inch 
and perhaps as high as 1000 pounds per square 
inch, and at a temperature of‘ ‘from 1-25_to"_l49_0 
degrees C. The selenium softens and is pressed 
until the selenium coating on the flat surfaces 
of the plates is reduced to a thickness of between 
0.003 and 0.005 inch, and the excess selenium 
completely ?lls the 0.02-inch gap between the 
spiral plates. The pressure and‘ temperature 
used, the thickness of the selenium coating, and 
the gap dimension are not very critical, so long 
as the result is a uniform compact thickness of 
at least 0.003 inch of selenium on the upper 
'sui‘fac’eand a complete ?lling of the gap be 
tween the ‘plates with selenium. This ?rmly 
unites ‘the two backplates with a single mechani 
cal unit. _ 4 - _ _ r _ 

Any excess selenium on the outer circumfer 
ential edges of tire backplates‘ is then removed, 
and the’ selenium on the" surface of the plates 
is converted to the light-sensitive ‘crystalline 
form, as by baking in an oven, at a temperature 
of about 218°C. for the proper length of time. 
For some‘ uses and circuit arrangements, the 
selenium in the gap between the two backpl‘ates 
may be left in the crystallized state‘ and it, there‘ 
for'e', forms a low' resistance bond between the 
backplates of the cells. For other purposes and 
circuits, the crystallized selenium between the 
cells does not offer srii?eient resistance, and in 
such cases it can be’ given a much higher re 
sistance by converting the selenium in the gap 
from the crystalline to the amorphous form. 
Such conversion may be accomplished either be‘ 
fore or after the exposed selenium surface coat 
ing is processed in the usllal way for rendering 
the‘cell photo-sensitive; but we generally prefer 
to do it before." Hence, where the crystallized 
selenium between the cells is to be" converted“ to 
the amorphous form to increase its resistance, 
as required in' the color control meter of the 
ab‘oveeidenti?ed application of Stimson and 
Bakke, we prefer to‘inake this the‘ next step. 
The‘ thin layer of selenium‘ on the’ top exposed 
surfaces of the‘ cells" must, however, remain in 
crystalline form. 
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The selenium in the gap between the plates, - 
may be changed from crystalline‘ to amorphous 
form, without substantially altering the selenium 

' in the surface layer, by passing'an electric cur 
rent between the backplates and across the‘ ‘gaps 
to heat‘the selenium‘ in-ltli‘e gap above its melt 
ing point of about 220° C. If then the structure 
‘is quickly cooled,_the selenium in‘ the‘ gaps will 
retain the amorphous form and will be of high 
resistance. The resistance between the back 
plates may be increased to'about' 50,000 ohms in 
this way. ‘ 

The electrical connections" for this step may be 
as represented diagrammatically in Fig". 3; and 
for the cell combination'des'cribed herein", which 
had' an outer‘ diameter of about two inches, we 
found that passing a current or about 11/4 9411- 75 the two spiral strips, 
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peres for 30 seconds between the cell plates was 
suf?cient. More correctly, the current at the 
start of this 30 seconds is about 11/2 amperes 
and decreases as the change takes place. This 
heating current does not tend to cross through 
the surface layer 1 of the selenium, which there 
fore remains well below its melting point and 
retains the crystalline form. 
Another method of melting the selenium in 

the gaps is to pass an electrically heated wire 
through the gap" from end to end, the‘wire be 
ing maintained at right'angles to the plates like 
a “cheese cutter” and moved along as fast as the 
selenium in contact therewith melts. As soon 
as the hot wire has passed the melted selenium 
cools in the amorphous form and most of it is 
retained in the gaps" to bond the plates together. 

‘ The nest step in preparing the cells for use 
is to “sputter” the surface selenium 1 with a layer 
of a conductive material, such at platinum, etc., 
as describedfor example in United States Patent 
No.‘ 2,296,670, issued September 22, 1942, and as 
signed to the same assignee as the present ap 
plication. This conducting surface layer is ap 
plied over both cells but not on the outside edges, 
and must be cut through above the gap between 
the plates to electrically separate the two cells. 
A sharp instrument such as an engraving tool 
may be used for this purpose, and a out between 
0.001 and 0.01 inch deep is ‘satisfactory. 

Fig. 4 represents an enlarged cross section view 
of the cell combination, taken through one ‘of 
the gaps and adjacent cell parts. The two spiral 
steel backplates or cell blanks are ‘shown at i, 
la‘, the two cells at 2, 3. The amorphous selenium 
in the gap between the cells is identi?ed 6, the 
crystalline selenium surface layer at ‘I, the sput 
tered conductor layer 8, and 9 is the cut for 
separating the conductor layers of the two cells. 
In order that all portions of the photo'esensi 

tive selenium surface will have a low-resistance 
path to tlie'terminal's of the photocell unit, there 
is provided a rather complicated network of col 
lector ‘strips on the top surface of the conductive 
layer 8, which strips may be conveniently ap 
plied to the conductive layer 8 by spraying a 
metal, such as cadmium, with suitable masking 
arrangements. The shape of these collector 
strips is shown in Fig. 2, in which I l is the spiral 
collector strip for cell 2 and I2 is the collector 
strip for cell 3-, These collector strips are in 
the form of a double spiral dividing the spiral 
cell into three parallel strips of roughly equiva 
lent area. Adjacent the outer ends of the spiral 
cells, these collector strips have three, instead 
of two, parallel paths "so that all portions of the 
light sensitive area of the cells have direct ac 
éess to the low resistance collector strip. It is 
also to be noted‘ that these collector strips widen 
out adjacent the “step” 4 to form the terminal 
portions I3a, l3b. These terminals are adapt 
ed to be engaged by contact clips (not shown) 
connected to the lead wires for the external cir 
suit. The back surface of the backing plates 
carries similar sprayed cadmium terminals iden 
ti?ed in Fig. 2 in dotted lines at Ma, [4b. ' 

Certain production dif?culties have been traced 
to the factv that the cadmium collector strips H, 
[2 may be imperfectly sprayed, so that‘ thereare 
“open-'circuited” portions which increase the 
overall resistance of the cells. To provide low 
resistance paths around such open-'circuited por 
tions of the collector strips, there may be pro 
vided additional radial shunt strips connecting 

as shown in Fig. 5 at In 



separate cell structures 

roses necessary if the measureme 
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and I In. These radially disposed bridging strips 
may, for instance, be spaced about l/é inch apart, 
measured along the spiral. Thus the photosen 
sitive surface of each cell is covered by a com 
plete ‘network, the resistance of which will be 
substantially unaffected by any local di‘sconti'nuie 
ties in the‘ spiral collector strips. 
A useful rule of thumb ‘in designing the net' 

'work of conductive collector strips II', “a, [2, 
12a is that no portion of the photosensitive area 
of the cells shall be more than .100 inch from 
a collector strip. It may be found desirable to 
have ‘a distance as small as about .050 inch from 
a collector strip to each portion of the photosen 
sitive area. Of course it must be remembered 
that the collector strips mask a certain amount 
of the photosensitive area. Therefore, increas' 
ing the number of collector strips reduces the 
effective area of the photosensitive surface. 
Thus a balance must be struck between having 
a su?icient network of collector strips to avoid the 
adverse effect of any discontinuities in the strips, 
yet not covering so much area as to reduce the 
sensitivity of the cell. The suggested spacing. 
of 1050 to AC0 inch from the collector strips to 
all portions of the photosensitive area, ‘with the 
bridging strips Ha, Ha spaced about 1/2 inch 
apart, appears to effect a good compromise. 
After the cadmium collector strips have been 

applied, the top surface of thephotoc'ell unit is 
protected by a coating of transparent lacquer to 
(Figs. 2 and 4). 
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The cell structure of our intention where the ’ 
layer 6 between the cells is rendered amorphous, 
so ‘as to have high resistance, may have the 
cells connected in series relation without any 
danger of short-'circuiti'ng a cell. This is possible 
because of the very high resistance between cells. 
In applications ‘where the tens are to be con 
nected in a differential circuit with the back 
plate terminals connected together, that is, with 
the cells in parallel, it is ‘unnecessary to change 
the selenium layer 6 between the cells from the 
crystalline to the amorphous condition. in either 
case the method ‘of manufacture by the applioa 
ti'on ‘of heat and pressure to the selenium coat 
ing, which operation ‘fills the space between the 
backplates under pressure provides a rugged, 
integral, multiple photocell structure where the 

are cemented together 
‘in a predetermined, precisely spaced relation as 
desired for ‘obtaining accurate lightvcbmponeht 
measurements. ‘ _ I - ' 

A multiple photocell unit in’ accordance with 
‘the invention has‘ the extremely important as 
vantage of exposing the active photosensitive 
area or each cell at the same average distai'ioe 
from the light source regardless ‘of the direction 
from which the illumination falls on the ten. 
This is extremely important in illumination color 
measurements for photographic purposes where 
many different types of light "are encountered. 
Another ‘important advantage isv that a linear 
response characteristic is aehievea'wheh the two 
cells are connected in series, for iineas'uri'ng the 
‘ratio between two different ‘components of the 
villumination, by reason of the ‘special arrange 
inent of the collector strip network, ‘which pro 
vices substantially equal access for the photo 
electric current 'fro'in all parts'o’f the photosen 
sitive surface to the‘ low resis'taj'nce' collector 
strips. Thus the resistance of the very thin 
eehshetiye surface coating 38 does not arrest the 
electrical characteristics pi the tens; ‘This is 
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be independent of the intensity of .the'llluniina 
tion. The spiral con?guration of the photocells 
adapts them for effective cooperation with the 
spiral mask system of the above-identi?edap 
plication Serial No. 275,414. 
While only one form of the invention has 

been described speci?cally herein, it will be ob 
vious to those skilled in the art that the ar 
rangement may be applicable to multiple photo‘ 
cell units having three or more “interleaved” 
spiral cells. The precise shapeof the cells, the 
pattern of the collector ‘strips required to pro 
vide low resistance access to all portions of the 
photosensitive surface, and. the arrangement of 

' the terminal portions of the collector strips may 
obviously take many equivalent forms. 

It will also be apparent that these complemen 
tary photocells may be made by other processes 
than that disclosed herein. For instance, as 
shown in Figure 6, a multiple photocell having 
the con?guration shown in Fig. 2 could be made 
by fabricating a photosensitive disk, then saw 
ing it into two spirals, 2a and 3a,- and securing the 
two spirals in spaced relation to each other by 
embedding them in a suitable plastic cement :5 
or other insulating bonding material. Such 
method of manufacture has the important ad 
vantage that any local non-uniformities in photo 
sensitive activity would likely be common to both 
cells.- In other words, any non-uniform area of 
substantial size would extend from one spiral 
across to a portion of the other spiral so that 
both cells would be affected, The ?rst'edescribed 
method of ‘manufacturing the spiral cells, by 
fabricating separate backplates, coating them 
with selenium, and “sensitizing” the'selehium 
coating on both cells at ‘the same time,'would 
share this advantage to‘ someextent. Fabricat 
ing the backplates separately has the advantage 
of avoiding the complicated sawing operation re 
quired to divide a circular cell into two spirals. 

Still another method of fabricating the ‘mul 
tiple spiral photocell, illustrated in Figure 7, 
would be to secure the separate spirals 2b and 3b 
to a molded plastic backplate It having a spiral, 
projection I’! on one face ‘which serves to locate 
and space the spirals from each other. 

_ It is of course desired to cover by the appended 
claims all such modifications as fall within the 
true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What we claim as new and vdesire to secure 

by Letters Patent of the United‘ States is: 
'1. A multiple photocell structure comprising 

two similar spiral-shaped photocells interlinked 
in a comm-oh plane so that spiral portions of 
one cell lie between Spiral portions of the'othér 
cell and spaced from each “other‘by gaps of 
aphroxhhate1y;0._2 inch ?lled with amorphous 
seleniuinfwhich insulates the cells from each 
‘other and unites the cells into one mechanical 
structure, the outer ends of ‘said spiral cells being 
shaped such that the outline of the complete 
structure is substantiallyv‘circular. _ 

2. A multiple photocell‘ structure comprising a 
pair ‘of similar spiralesha‘pedf photocells, said 
cells being interlinked‘in a common plane such 
that spiral portions of one; cell lie between spiral 
portions of the other “cell, ‘each cell having a 
metal backplateand a crystalline selenium coat 
ing confronting to the spiral shape of ‘the cell, the 
interlinked adjacent surfaces-of such backplates 
being separated ‘from each other by 'a spacing of 
the order of ‘0.02 inch, and ‘the gaps thus ‘formed 
being filled with amorphous selenium which‘is 
continuous with the seiemum surface coating 
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of the bells, said amorphous selenium insulating 
the cells from each other and uniting said cells 
into one solid mechanical structure. 

3. A multiple photocell structure comprising a 
pair of similar spirales'hape'd cells, said cells hav 
ing' spiral metal backplates interlinked with each 
other so that spiral portions of one lie between 
spiral portions of the other in the same plane 
and spaced apart by gaps of the order of 0.02 
inch, the upper surfaces of said plates being 
vcoated with light sensitive crystalline selenium 
and the gaps between the plates being ?lled with 
selenium, the crystalline selenium on the light 
sensitive surface and the selenium in the gaps 
being continuous and uniting said cells into a 
solid mechanical structure, terminals adjacent 
the outer spiral ends of said cells, and spiral 
shaped conductor strips for the selenium coated 
surfaces of said cells leading from said termi 
nals to adjacent the inner spiral end portions 
of said cells. 

4. A multiple photocell structure comprising 
two separate spiraleshaped photocells having 
photosensitive surfaces disposed in a common 
plane, the convolutions of one cell lying in the 
spiral space de?ned between ‘adjacent cell con 
volutions ‘and spaced therefrom by a gap of sub 
stantially constant width along the spiral length 
of the cell, and means securing said cells in 
?xed relation to ‘each other, the outer convolu 
tions of the cells being shaped so the outline of 
the photocell assembly is generally circular. 

5. A multiple photocell structure comprising a 
plurality of complementary spiral photocells in 
terleaved with the convolutions of one cell lying 
in the spiral space de?ned between adjacent cell 
convolutions, the ?at top surfaces of all cells 
lying in a common plane and having a coating 
of photosensitive material, adjacent convolutions 
being spaced from each other by a gap of sub 
stantially constant width along the spiral length 
of the cell, means securing the separate cells in 
fixed relation to each other, the outer convolu 
tions of the spiral cells being modi?ed so that 
the perimeter of the composite cell unit is of gen 
erally circular con?guration. 

6. A multiple photocell structure comprising at 
least two separate photocells with photosensitive 
surfaces disposed in a common plane, means se 
curing said cells in ?xed relation to each other, 
each cell having a transparent conductive coat 
ing on the photosensitive surface thereof and a 
network of narrow low resistance collector strips 
disposed in contact with said conductive coating, 
no portion of the photosensitive surface being 
more than .100 inch from the nearest collector 

- strip portion. 
'7. A multiple photocell structure comprising at 

least two spiral cells of similar shape, each cell 
having a conductive ‘backplate member coated on 
one surface with photosensitive material cov 
ered by a transparent layer of conductive mate 
rial, the several cells being disposed in the same 
plane with the convolutions of one cell lying in 
the spiral space de?ned between the other cell 
convolutions with a gap of substantially constant 
width separating adjacent convolutions, means 
securing said backplates in ?xed relation to one 
another, each cell having at least one narrow low 
resistance collector strip disposed in contact with 
said conductive layer and extending substan 
tially the entire spiral length of the cell whereby 
the entire photosensitive surface thereof has a 
path of low electrical ‘resistance to the external 
convolution thereof, the collector strip of each 
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cell having‘ at least one enlarged terminal por 
tion of conductive material on the outer con 
volution thereof, whereby the relative electrical 
output of the cells is substantially independent 
of the intensity of illumination and of the di 
rection at which light falls on the cell. 

8. A multiple photocell structure comprising a 
plurality of spiral cells, each cell having a con 
ductive backplate coated on one surface with 
photosensitive selenium covered by a transparent 
surface layer of conductive material, the several 
cells being disposed in the same plane with the 
convolutions of each cell lying in the spiral space 
de?ned between the other cell convolutions with 
a gap of substantially constant width separating 
adjacent convolutions, said gap being ?lled with 
plastic material bonding the backplates into an 
integral mechanical structure, each cell having 
at least two parallel low resistance collector 
strips disposed in ‘contact with said conductive 
layer and extending substantially the entire 
length of the spiral, whereby the entire photo 
sensitive surface of the cell has a path of low 
electrical resistance to the external convolution 
thereof, a collector strip of each cell having at 
least one enlarged terminal portion of conduc 
tive material, whereby the electrical output of 
the cells is substantially independent of intensity 
of illumination and of the direction at which 
light falls on the cell. 

9. A multiple photocell structure in accord 
ance with claim 8 and including, radially disposed 
shunt collector strips connected across the par 
allel spiral collector strips at spaced intervals 
along the spiral length thereof, whereby all por 
tions of the photosensitive surface have direct 
access to the low resistance network of collector 
strips._ 

10. A multiple photocell structure comprising 
at least two spiral cells ‘of similar plan shape, 
each cell having alconductive backplate member 
coated on one surface with photosensitive crys 
talline selenium with a transparent surface layer 
of conductive material, the several cells being 
disposed in the same plane with the convolutions 
of one cell lying in the spiral space de?ned be 
tween the other cell convolutions with a gap of 
substantially constant width separating adja 
cent convolutions of the respective cells, said gap 
being ?lled with selenium continuous with the 
surface coating and bondingthe backplates into 
an integral mechanical structure, each cell hav 
ing at least one narrow low resistance collector 
strip disposed in contact with said conductive 
layer and extending substantially the entire 
length of the spiral whereby the entire photo 
sensitive surface of the cell has a path of low elec 
trical resistance to the external convolution 
thereof, the outer circumferential edge of each 
cell de?ning a circular are so that when in inter 
leaved relation the multiple cells have a general 
ly circular outer con?guration, said outer circu 
lar arc portion of each cell terminating at either 
end in a radially disposed step portion spaced 
circumferentially from a corresponding step por 
tion of the adjacent cell to de?ne a notch in the 
generally circular contour of the unit, each col 
lector strip being connected to at least one en 
larged terminal portion of conductive material 
disposed on the outer convolution of the cell ad 
jacent one of said ‘steps. 

11. A multiple photocell structure comprising 
a plurality of complementary spiral photocells 
interleaved with the convolutions of one spiral 
cell lying in the ‘space de?ned between adjacent 



contelutionsef the. complementary cells. “with 
the ?at top. surfaces of‘all cells lying in a com 
mon plane and’ adjacent‘ convolutions spacedv 
from each other by a gap of substantially'eon 
stant width‘ on the order of Q2} inch, a lajyer of 
photosensitive selenium coveringithe flattqp sur 
face of" the cells and ?lling the gaps between cells 
whereby they, are bonded into‘zalh-integraline 
chanicall unilithe outer‘ eonvolu'tiens of the spiral 
cells being shaped so that the, circumference of 
the composite cell unit of generally circular 
cQRQgIEaQQIl- ‘, r r 

:12. A multiple photocell‘structure comprising 
at least two spiral cells of similar shape, each 
cell having a conductive backplate member 
coated on one surface with photosensitive crys 
talline selenium covered by a transparent surface 
layer of conductive material, the several cells 
being disposed in the same plane with the convo 
lutions of one cell lying in the spiral space de 
?ned between the other cell convolutions with a 
gap of substantially constant width separating 
adjacent convolutions, said gap being ?lled with 
selenium continuous with the surface coating and 
bonding the backplates into an integral mechan 
ical structure, each cell having at least one nar 
row low resistance collector strip disposed in con 
tact with said conductive layer and extending 
substantially the entire length of the spiral 
whereby the entire photosensive surface of the 
cell has a path of low electrical resistance to the 
external convolution thereof, the collector strip 
of each cel1 having at least one enlarged termi 
nal portion of conductive material disposed on 
the outer convolution thereof, whereby the rela 
tive electrical output of the cells is substantially 
independent of intensity of illumination and of 
the direction at which light falls on the cell. 

13. The method of constructing a multiple 
photoelectric cel1 unitary structure which con 
sists in taking a plurality of metal backing plates 
of the same thickness and of the size and shape 
of the cells to be formed, covering one ?at sur 
face of such plates with a thin layer of selenium, 
assembling such plates on a ?at surface in the 
relative positions which they are to occupy in the 
?nished structure and with a spacing between 
the plates on the order of 0.02 inch, applying 
pressure at right angles to the ?at surface of the 
plates while the plates and selenium coatings 
thereon are at a temperature between 125 and 
190 degrees C. and thereby compressing the 
selenium coatings to a thinner uniform thickness 
and forcing excess selenium into the space be 
tween the plates completely to ?ll the same and 
unite the selenium covered plates into a solid me 
chanical structure, treating the selenium sur 
face of such structure to convert the same for 
photoelectric cell use and then cutting into only 
the treated surface above the selenium ?lled 
spaces between the plates to form electrically 
separated photocell surfaces conforming to the 
pattern of the plates. 

14. The method of constructing a multiple 
photoelectric cell unitary structure which con 
sists in taking a plurality of metal backing plates 
of the same thickness and of a size and shape of 
the cells to be formed, covering one ?at surface 
thereof with a thin layer of selenium, assembling 
such plates on a ?at surface in the pattern of 
the cells to be formed and with a spacing of at 
least 0.02 inch between the plates, applying pres 
sure at right angles to the surface of the plates 
while the plates and selenium coating thereon 
are at a temperature between 125 and 190 de 
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15. The method of constructing a multiple 
photeeell. unit which consists in forming a D111 
rality of conductive backplates of complementary 
plan shapessuch .ithall?they may be disposed in 
interleaved relation with gaps of substantially 
constant width therebetween, covering one ?at 
surface of the backplates with a thin layer of 
selenium, assembling the plates on a ?at surface 
in adjacent relation with gaps of substantially 
constant width therebetween, applying pressure 
to the selenium at an elevated temperature sul?~ 
oient to reduce the selenium surface coating to 
a thin uniform thickness and to force excess 
selenium into the gap between backplates where 
by the plates are mechanically bonded together, 
converting the selenium to light-sensitive crys 
talline form, converting the selenium in the gaps 
between plates to high-resistance amorphous 
form by melting only the selenium in the gaps 
and then cooling it rapidly, applying a trans 
parent conductive coating over the crystalline 
selenium surface, and making an incision ex 
tending entirely through the crystalline selenium 
surface layer, said incision lying over and ex 
tending the length of the gaps between plates to 
electrically insulate one cell from the other. 

16. The method of constructing a multiple 
photoelectric cell unit which consists in forming 
a plurality of conductive backplates of such com 
plementary shape that they can be disposed ad 
jacent one another in interleaved relation with 
gaps of substantially constant. width therebe 
tween, covering one ?at surface of the backplates 
with a thin layer of selenium, assembling the 
plates on a ?at surface in interleaved manner 
with substantially constant gaps between cells, 
applying pressure to the selenium coatings with 
the plates and selenium at an elevated tempera 
ture to compress the selenium surface coating to 
a thin uniform thickness and force excess se 
lenium into the gaps between backplates whereby 
the plates are integrally united, treating the sur 
face coating of selenium to convert it to photo 
sensitive crystalline condition, treating the se 
lenium in the gaps to convert it to the amorphous 
condition, and electrically separating the cells by 
making an incision through the photosensitive 
surface coating, said incision lying above and ex 
tending at least to the amorphous selenium in 
the gap between the backplates. 

17. The method of constructing a multiple 
photocell unit which consists in forming a plu 
rality of conductive backplates of such comple 
mentary shapes that they can be disposed adja~ 
cent one another in interleaved relationwith gaps 
of substantially constant width therebetween, 
covering one ?at surface of the backplates with a 
layer of selenium, assembling the plates on a ?at 
surface in interleaved relation with substantially 
constant gaps between plates, applying pressure 
to the selenium coating with the plates and se 
lenium at an elevated temperature to compress 
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suriasa and, then setting through sues 
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the selenium surface‘ coating‘ to‘ a thin uniform 
thickness and force excess selenium into the gaps 
between plates > whereby they are integrally 
united, treating the surface coating to convert it 
to photosensitive crystalline condition, treating 
the selenium in the gaps to convert it to amor 
phous’ condition, applying a transparent conduc 
tive coating to the photosensitive selenium sur 
face, and electrically separating the cells by mak 
ing an incision through the conductive coating 
and through the photosensitive surface coating, 
said incision extending along and at least to the 
amorphous selenium in vthe gaps between the 
plates. ' > ‘ ' 

"' '- CLEMENT F. TAYLOR. 

WALTON E. BRIGGS. 
JOHN F. WEARY. 
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